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THANKS TO OUR OWN PRODUCTION,  
WE CAN PROMISE HIGHEST QUALITY  
FOR BEST POSSIBLE PRICES!

Installed on more than 45 000 000 m2



DRY SHAKE HARDENER
HERKULIT® TOP

Advantages
• Herkulit® Top increases the abrasion resistance up to 70 times 

compared with a C 25/30 concrete (European standard 206-1)
• Herkulit® Top is self polishing – the more wear, the better the surface 

finish
• Herkulit® Top (light colours) are reflective
• Herkulit® Top contains a special cement, which makes it possible 

to decrease the amount of cement and at the same time increase 
that abrasion resistance. The risk of surface cracks is thereby also 
decreased.

• Herkulit® Top absorbs moisture considerably faster than competing 
dry shake material. Therefore it can be applied later, which results in a 
more even colour and a better final result.

• Coloured Herkulit® Top products have a high content of pigment, 
which gives a rich and even colour.

• Herkulit® Top can replace epoxy and polyurethane paint, is more 
resistant to abrasion and is easier to maintain.

• More than 20 000 000 m2 of Herkulit® have been installed worldwide.

Herkulit® Top is a ready-mixed dry shake hardener which is applied 
on freshly laid, damp concrete surfaces.  Herkulit® is made up of pure, 
specially granulated quartz, Dynagrip and a special cement based on 
Portland cement, which has a high durability even in small quantities. 
The risk of surface cracks and the formation of lime deposits is thereby 
reduced. 

Another major advantage is that Herkulit® absorbs moisture 
considerably faster and therefore provides more superior results than 
other dry shake materials which are used for high resistance surfaces.

Abrasion
The hardest attack on concrete comes from abrasion due to wear and tear from cars, machines, forklifts and pedestrians. 
Independent test results show that Herkulit® Top increases the resistance to abrasion up to 15 times more than required according to  
BS  (British Standard) and SP (Swedish National Authority for Testing). 
Herkulit® is minimum equivalent to a C80/90 concrete (abrasion), see table below:

History
20 000 000 m2 of Herkulit® concrete floors 
have been laid over the past 50 years in 
more than 30 countries. Companies who 
have had the confidence in our products 
are among others Volvo, IKEA, SAAB and 
Coca Cola.

Suitable for floors in:
• Production and warehouse facilities
• Distribution and logistics centers
• Shops and shopping malls
• Airports, train and bus terminals
• Workshops
• Garages and parking areas

How to lay Herkulit® Top
Herkulit® Top is sprinkled over newly laid 
concrete and thereafter panned into the 
surface. Herkulit® Top is best applied with a 
sprinkling carrier or a dry shake applicator.
See separate laying instruction.

Quality of concrete slab, 
EU standard SS EN 206-1

Abrasion in mm after 1600 rev,
(max 0,20 mm required)

Abrasion in mm after 2850 rev, 
(max 0,20 mm required)

Abrasion Böhme, DIN 18560,
(max 7,0 required)

Concrete C25/30 0,80

Concrete C32/40 0,40

Concrete C40/50 0,20

Herkulit® Top 200 0,01 0,04 4,3

Herkulit® Top 100 0,05 5,2

BS 8204:part 
2/ASTM 169-A, 
British/USA 
standard

SS 137241, 
Swedish 
standard

Din Böhme 
18560, German 
standard

+
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LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
HERKULIT® TOP

Herkulit® Top laying instruction (manually with sprinkling carrier)

1. Apply the concrete base as evenly as possible. Observe that a lower “slump” reduces the col-
our differences in the top surface. 

2. When you are able to walk on the surface and the “foot mark/print” is approx 1 mm, it is time 
to apply the Herkulit® Top. When applying this late, the risk for discoloring is minimized. 

3. Power trowel the surface, before application of Herkulit® Top, thereafter apply approx 2,5 kg 
per m2 as even as possible with the sprinkling carrier. Let the Herkulit® Top absorb moisture 
from the sub base and then power trowel the Herkulit® Top into the surface with trowel pans.

4. After the second trowelling, apply the remaining 2,5 kg Herkulit® Top per m2 as evenly as 
possible, with the sprinkling carrier. Let it absorb moisture from the concrete base. (Herkulit® 
Top, shall absorb moisture in between minimum 5 minutes and maximum 15 minutes).

5. After the Herkulit® has absorbed moisture, power float with disc at least 5-6 times in both directions, for best possible flat-
ness and surface finish. Consider using Allen “composite” disc, especially when using lighter colours (see concrete machinery). 

6. Finally power trowel the surface with finishing blades, at least 3-4 times in both directions. 

7. Directly after the last trowelling, apply Lithurin® IIS (water based) with the consumption of 0,15 liter per m2 alternative Lindo-
lit® W (water based) with the consumption of 0,07 liter per m2 (concentrate) diluted 1:3 with water in combination with water 
and plastic film, which are applied the following morning.

Before using the floor, we recommend cleaning and a impregnation with Lindec Concrete Soap®, using a scrubber dryer ma-
chine (scrubs and vacuums) with a black scouring nylon. Consumption: 0,10 liter per m2  (concentrate) diluted 1:10 with water. 
Daily cleaning is 0,010 liter per m2. This will impregnate the surface and increase the shine.

 

ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® 
is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.
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LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
HERKULIT® TOP

ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® 
is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

How can you achieve a better and more even color, when applying Herkulit® Top?

It is important to remember that we are dealing with concrete, which contains different kinds of sand and gravel as well as 
water, cement and possibly some plasticizer. Every truckload of concrete can vary in its proportions of water and raw materials. 
This will have an impact on the final result. It’s hard to control this to 100%, but below you will find some points to take into 
consideration that will give you a better chance of a good result. 

1. Make sure that the concrete is of good quality. Less VCR and higher amount of cement of good quality will minimize eventual 
problems. 

2. Try to apply Herkulit® Top as late as possible, even if it seems dry. Herkulit® Top will still absorb moisture from the concrete 
base. 

3. In case plastic film and water is used, make sure that the plastic film isn’t removed during the first 7-14 days and that it covers 
the whole floor during this period. 

4. Avoid walking with dirty shoes on freshly laid Herkulit®, especially if lighter colours have been used (white, yellow, light grey 
and beige). 

5. Avoid low quality trowel pans and blades. These can give off steel which darkens the surface. It is preferable to use Allen 
composite pans, especially for lighter colors. See “Allen Compodisk” chapter for more information. 

6. Hand tools, trowel pans and blades should be clean and free from dirt and concrete residues! 

7. When using petrol/diesel driven machines, make sure that you don’t fill the tank on the newly made floor. 

8. Avoid trowelling too hard with trowel pan and blades while using lighter colors, because it could burn the surface!

Please observe that possible colour differences have no effect on the quality. It is only a cosmetic difference and the material 
will not be less good or less strong!
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab 
lindec® has no control over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can 
in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.
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DRY SHAKE HARDENER
IBOLITH® TOP

Ibolith® Top is a ready mix dry shake material that includes both good 
quality cement, washed and dried aggregates, ready to be used to in-
crease resistance to wear and tear (abrasion).

Advantages:
• Ibolith® Top increases the abrasion resistance up to 35 times compared 

with a C 25/30 concrete (European standard 206-1).
• Ibolith® Top is self polishing – the more wear, the better the surface 

finish.
• Ibolith® Top contains a special cement, which makes it possible to 

decrease the amount of cement and at the same time increase that 
abrasion resistance. The risk of surface cracks is thereby also decreased.

• Ibolith® Top absorbs moisture considerably faster than competing 
dry shake material. Therefore it can be applied later, which results in a 
more even colour and a better final result.

• More than 5 000 000 m2 of Ibolith® Top have been installed worldwide.

Abrasion:
Ibolith® Top is tested and approved according to BS 8204: part 2:2003(9) 

and EN 13892-4 with a very good abrasion resistance. See test results 
from Aston Service UK. Ibolith® Top makes a abrasion resistance as 
good as only 0,08 mm after 2850 revolutions and can therefore be 
used on heavy traffic industrial floors.

Consumption:
Ibolith® Top grey, should be used with the consumption of 4-5 kg/m2.

Packaging:
25 kg bags or 500 kg Big Bags, on one way pallet including shrink wrap, 1050 kg/pallet.

Quality of concrete slab, 
EU standard SS EN 206-1

Abrasion in mm after 1600 rev,
(max 0,20 mm required)

Abrasion in mm after 2850 rev, 
(max 0,20 mm required)

Concrete C25/30 0,80

Concrete C32/40 0,40

Concrete C40/50 0,20

Ibolith® Top 0,08

BS 8204:part 
2/ASTM 169-A, 
British/USA 
standard

History
5 000 000 m2 of Ibolith® concrete floors 
have been laid over the past 30 years in 
Sweden. 

Suitable for floors in:
• Production and warehouse facilities
• Distribution and logistics centers
• Shops and shopping malls
• Airports, train and bus terminals
• Workshops
• Garages and parking areas

How to lay Ibolith® Top
Ibolith® Top is sprinkled over newly laid con-
crete and thereafter panned into the surface. 
Ibolith® Top is best applied with a sprinkling 
carrier or a dry shake applicator.
See separate laying instruction on back side 
of this sheet.

+
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab 
lindec® has no control over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can 
in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

DRY SHAKE HARDENER
IBOLITH® TOP

After treatment 
The importance of the after- treatment is critical, especially  depending on heavy wind, temperature, direct sunlight etc therefore ap-
ply Lindolit® or Lithurin® moisture curings directly after troweling  to prevent too quick drying out. Otherwise it would  lead to cracks 
and to soft top surface (poor abrasion resistance)

Laying instructions (manual with sprinkling carrier)
1. Apply the concrete base as evenly as possible. Observe that a lower “slump” reduces the color differences in the top surface. 
2. When you are able to walk on the surface and the “foot mark/print” is approx 1 mm, it is time to apply the Ibolith® Top. When apply-
ing this late, the tire marks from the sprinkling carrier can almost be avoided. 
3. To increase the bonding between the concrete base and the Ibolith® Top, apply 1 kg per m2 and then power float the surface with 
disc, mainly to avoid residues on the top where the Ibolith® Top is to be applied. 
4. After the first trowelling, apply the remaining 3-4 kg per m2 Ibolith® Top as evenly as possible, with the sprinkling carrier. Let it ab-
sorb moisture from the concrete base. 
5. After the Ibolith® Top has absorbed moisture, power float with disc at least 5-6 times in both directions. Consider using Allen “com-
posite” disc, especially when using lighter colors (see concrete machinery). 
6. Finally power trowel the surface with finishing blades, at least 3-4 times in both directions. 
7. Directly after the last trowelling, apply Lindolit® W (waterbased) moisture curing with the consumption of 1 litre (concentrate) to 
approx 10-12 m2 (diluted 1:2 with water) or 1 litre (concentrate) to approx 15-17 m2 (diluted 1:3 with water) in combination with water 
and plastic film, which are applied the following morning. Another option is to apply Lindolit® S (solvent based) or Lithurin® IIS  (water 
based)  with the consumption of 1 litre to approx 8-10 m2. 
8. Before using the floor, we recommend cleaning/inpregnation with Lindec Concrete Soap®, using a scrubber dryer machine (scrubs 
and vacuums) with a black scouring nylon. Consumption 0,10 liter per m2 (diluted 1:10 with water). This will impregnate the surface 
and increase the shine.

Joint filling

A high-quality and professional floor laying is not always sufficient to obtain the best possible result. In order to avoid cracks in con-
crete floors it has become common practice to saw notches in 6 x 6 m or 8 x 8 m squares, depending on pillars etc. After 3-6 months 
at the earliest, the joints are vacuum-cleaned, and filled with for instance Linofog® Mix or Linoflex®. Please see separate laying instruc-
tion.

Recommendations to achieve a better and more even color

It is important to remember that we are dealing with concrete, which contains of different kinds of sand and gravel as well as water, 
cement and possibly a plasticizer. Every truckload of concrete can vary in its proportions of water and raw materials. 

This will have an impact on the final result of the floor. It’s hard to control this to 100%, but below you will find some points to take into 
consideration that will give you a better chance of a good result. 
1. Make sure that the concrete is of good quality. Less water in the concrete will reduce the lime precipitation and the color differences. 
2. Try to apply Ibolith® Top as late as possible, 
3. In case plastic film and water is used as moisture curing, make sure that the plastic film isn’t removed during the first 7-14 days and 
that it covers the whole floor during this period.  
4. Avoid low quality troweling pans and blades. These can give off steel which darkens the surface. It is preferable to use Allen com-
posite pans, see “Allen Compodisk®” chapter for more information on www.concretefloor.com  
5. Hand tools, pans and blades should be clean and free from dirt and residues before use! 
6. When using petrol driven machines, make sure that you don’t fill the petrol tank on the newly made floor. 
7. Avoid troweling too hard with pan and blades (burned surface)!

Please observe that possible color differences have no effect on the quality. It is only a cosmetic difference and the material will not 
be less good or less strong! 
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab 
lindec® has no control over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can 
in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

“WET-IN-WET“ SYSTEM
HERKULIT® 0 - 4

Description:
Herkulit® 0-4 can be used as so called “wet in wet” system or as hard 
aggregate when mixing with cement on the construction site. Herkulit® 
0-4 is made of best quality quarts, washed and dried to remove residues 
and to avoid moist when mixed together with cement (CEM1). If 
requested, Herkulit® 0-4 can also be provided with additional strong 
aggregates.

To achieve a satisfactory result when laying Herkulit® 0-4 mm in so called 
“wet in wet” system, it is important that the base concrete is correctly 
mixed and laid. The surface and structure of the base concrete is of 
crucial importance for the bonding of the top layer. Normally a C25/30 
concrete is required if the loads accept it!

Requirements:
In order to ensure that Herkulit® 0-4 mm can function optimally, the 
base concrete must fulfil the following requirements:  

The surface of the concrete base:
The concrete base, generally vacuum-treated or water reduced by 
using naphthalene based plasticizer, should be even and of good 
quality.  If “slump” is less or maximum 15, a C 28/30 concrete sub base is 
recommended. If “slump” is 15 or more, a C 30/37 concrete sub base is 
recommended.
    

Levelness:
The base concrete should be laid sufficiently evenly so that the 
thickness of the Herkulit® 0-4 mm can be kept within the given margins 
(8-10 mm).

Laying instruction ”wet in wet” system:
1. Apply the concrete base as evenly as possible. Advantageous with water reducer Naphthalene based plasticizer included or using 

vacuum system. 
2. When the concrete base is walkable, powertrowel the surface with a trowel pan in both directions. 
3. Mix the Herkulit® 0-4, Portland cement CEM 1, Naphthalene based plasticizer , and water in a big mixer in the following proportions; 

50 kg Herkulit® 0-4mm, 25 kg Portland cement with the WCR 0,36-0,38 and 0,7-1% Naphthalene based plasticizer. Mix until you have 
a plastic consistence (similar to mortar). 

4. Apply the mixture in 10 mm thickness, with a screed/vibrating beam. 
5. Powertrowel the surface with trowel pans in both directions at least 5-6 times. 
6. Then powertrowel the surface with only finishing blades in both directions at least 3-4 times. 
7. Apply Lindolit® or Lithurin® moisture curing directly after completed trowelling. 
8. On the following morning, while using Lindolit® W (water based) diluted 1:3, apply a lot of water and cover the whole surface with 

plastic film and let it stay there for at least 7-14 days.

Consumption wet in wet system per 10 mm and m2: 
15 kg Herkulit® 0-4, 7,5 kg Portland cement CEM 1 and 0,3 kg colour pigment (if desired).
water (WCR 0,36-0,38), ≈ 0,07 kg Naphthalene based plasticizer.

Consumption used as topping per m2 : (mixed on construction site)
2,75 kg Herkulit® 0-4 mm
1,25 kg Portland cement CEM 1 

Box 5,  421 21 V.Frölunda,  Sweden,  Tfn +46-31-298810,  
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab 
lindec® has no control over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can 
in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

“WET-IN-WET“ SYSTEM
HERKULIT® PM4 (PREMIXED)

Description:
Herkulit® PM4 should only be used as “wet in wet” system and as second 
layer on good quality concrete surfaces, between 8 to 10 mm. Herkulit® 
PM4 is ready to be mixed with water and it is made of best quality 
quarts, washed and dried to remove residues and to avoid moist when 
mixed together with cement (CEM1), hard and strong aggregates, PP-
fibres, different additives as well as eventual color pigments.

To achieve a satisfactory result when laying Herkulit PM4 in so called 
“wet in wet” system, it is important that the concrete base is correctly 
mixed and laid. The surface and structure of the base concrete is of 
crucial importance for the bonding of the top layer. Normally used is a 
C25/30 concrete, according to EN 206. 

Requirements:
In order to ensure that Herkulit® PM4 function optimally, the base 
concrete must fulfil the following requirements: 

The surface of the concrete base:
The concrete base, generally vacuum-treated or water reduced by 
using naphthalene based plasticizer, should be even and of good 
quality. If “slump” is less or maximum 15, a C 28/30 concrete sub base is 
recommended. If “slump” is 15 or more, a C 30/37 concrete sub base is 
recommended. PS! Not for air-entrained concrete.
    

Levelness:
The base concrete should be laid sufficiently evenly so that the thickness 
of the Herkulit® PM4 can be kept within the given margins (8-10 mm). 

Laying instruction ”wet in wet” system:
1. Apply the concrete base as evenly as possible. Advantageous with water reducer Naphthalene based plasticizer included or using 

vacuum system.
2. When the concrete base is walkable, power trowel the surface 1 time with a trowel pan in both directions.

3. Mix the Herkulit® PM4 with water in a big mixer in minimum 3-4 min in the following proportions:
- Mix 25 kg Herkulit® PM4 with 2,25 liter of water (WCR 0,36) minimum 3-4 min, until you have a plastic consistence (similar to mortar)
- Mix 500 kg BB Herkulit® PM4 with 45 liter of water (WCR 0,36) minimum 3-4 min, until you have a plastic consistence (similar to mortar)
- Mix 1000 kg BB Herkulit® PM4 with 90 liter of water (WCR 0,36) minimum 3-4 min, until you have a plastic consistence (similar to mortar)

4. Apply the mixture in 8 to 10 mm thickness, with a screed/vibrating beam.
5. Powertrowel the surface with trowel pans in both directions at least 5-6 times. 
6. Then powertrowel the surface with only finishing blades in both directions at least 3-4 times. 
7. Apply Lithurin® IIS as moisture curing directly after completed trowelling according to the laying instruction.

Consumption Herkulit® PM4: 
22 kg Herkulit® PM4 per m2 per 10 mm thickness. 
20 kg Herkulit® PM4 per m2 per 8 mm thickness.

Colors:
Grey and light grey. Other colors can be mixed upon request.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE 
CONCRETE HERKULIT® S400

General

Herkulit® is mainly used on floors where there is a high level of require-
ments for durability, easy maintenance, good long-term economy, and 
a rustic appearance. 
Herkulit® is used primarily in industry, shopping centres, public prem-
ises, galleries, offices and parking garages.

Herkulit® S400 is a natural, environmentally-friendly material. The ma-
terial is not diffusion-proof, cannot be damaged by water and is also 
anti-static. Installation does not require the use of environmentally haz-
ardous additives.
Herkulit® S400 is a 15-25 mm surface course that binds to both old and 
newly hardened concrete. The wear course is designed to provide prob-
lem-free functionality in extreme industrial environments or in premis-
es where hygiene is important. This type of floor normally lasts for more 
than 30 years even in locations heavily used by vehicles such as trucks. 
Floors in old premises are renewed by applying Herkulit® S400. And can 
be used to renew an entirely worn out floor or to upgrade a premises. 
In both cases a floor refurbishment is a qualitative, practical and cost-
effective alternative to removing the existing concrete floor.  
Herkulit® S400 prevents chlorides and other harmful substances from 
permeating into the concrete base. (Herkulit® S400 acts as an environ-
mentally friendly protection for the concrete base.) Repairs to the ex-
isting concrete surfaces stops carbonation and decomposition of the 
structural concrete. In addition the product is completely frost resistant.

The installation should be carried out by an experienced, qualified con-
tractor 
A surface course that is laid on a subfloor with no seams produces a perfect, problem-free floor covering. This combination reduces the 
need for seams in the floor by up to 80% compared with ordinary concrete flooring, and thereby also reduces the cost of repairs and 
maintenance in the future.
A seam-free concrete base can be created by adapting the concrete and the work in order to optimise the function of the concrete floor, 
instead of compromising due to the design of the building and the installation technique. 
This is made possible by laying the subfloor at an early stage in the construction process and laying the surface in an indoor environ-
ment at the end of the process. This also guarantees tolerances and surface finish, both of which are directly governed by the environ-
ment in which they are poured and laid, saving both time and money.

Project planning instructions

Carrying out the work:
The work is divided into five main elements
- Blasting
- Laying
- Trowell and finishing
- Curing
- Treatments

Conditions at the workplace:
When laying Herkulit® in situ, the workplace must have a constant temperature of at least +10°C at the surface of the concrete, and be 
free of drips and draughts.

Technical data:
The following properties are typical average values and should not be regarded as minimum or characteristic values.  All properties are 
at +20°C.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE 
CONCRETE HERKULIT® S400

Type  Herkulit® Special 2-4:
Compression strength in N/mm² after 28 days 95 N/mm²
Tensile strength in bending in N/mm² after 28 days 15 N/mm²
Wear strength after DIN 52108 Böhmen – value in cm³/50 cm² <4

Description:
To achieve a satisfactory result when laying Herkulit® S400 it is important that 
the concrete base is of good quality. The surface and structure of the concrete 
base is crucially important for the adhesion of the top layer. If there is any doubt 
as to whether the concrete base can meet the set requirements, a site test or 
a tensile strength test should be carried out, or if necessary cores should be 
drilled out for closer analysis.

Requirements:
To ensure that Herkulit® S400 can function optimally, the concrete base must 
comply with the following requirements:

Adhesion:
The tensile strength in the surface should be 1.5 MPa (15 kg/cm²) at the 
time of laying Herkulit® S400. (For more information read surface prepa-
ration).

The surface:
The surface should have a structure equivalent to a minimum of 2 mm/
max 30 % of the thickness of the top layer. 
The surface should be free of slurry and cement film as well as impuri-
ties.

Flatness:
The concrete base should be sufficiently flat that the thickness of Herku-
lit® S400 can be kept within the given margins (15-25 mm).

Guidance:
If the concrete base has a tensile strength of at least 35 N/mm² and is other-
wise of good quality and free of impurities, it can be expected that the above 
requirements for adhesion will be met after milling, or alternatively blasting 
and cleaning the surface.

For new production
Lay the concrete base using vibration to achieve a level and homogenous surface. Do not overwork the surface so that slurry ap-
pears on the surface of the concrete base. The slump of concrete and working methods directly affects surface tensile strength. 
Wean using higher concrete slump you need to increase concrete quality. Any inclines towards drains must be executed in the 
concrete base before laying the top layer. The concrete base should be sufficiently flat that the Herkulit® S400 is within the accept-
able tolerances (value 15-25 mm).

The surface should be prepared for milling/blasting (fine trowelled surface)

Never use wax or solvent-based moisture-curing on the concrete base. 

All details of the floor structure should be decided. Before laying the concrete base. The concrete base must be laid on a flat and 
stable base course that will have to withstand the loads that are conveyed to it. 

Levelling:
The surface around seams and cracks must be as level as possible when laying Herkulit® S400.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE 
CONCRETE HERKULIT® S400

Seams
Herkulit® S400 floor binds at the concrete base and does not require seams.

Seams in the concrete base:
We recommend sawing grooves in new floor coverings over old seams that are 
moving.

Milling/blasting:
Mill the surface. The surface structure should be equivalent to a minimum of 2 
mm/max 30 % of the thickness of the top layer, otherwise blast the surface. The 
surface should be free of slurry and cement film. Milling/blasting should be 
carried out over the entire surface, as well as in the vicinity of walls, pillars etc. 
If it is not possible for the machines to access right to the edges, this is done 
by hand. Before milling the existing concrete base any cracks, rising edges, old 
seams etc. should be repaired.

Cleaning the surface:
After milling the concrete should be cleaned thoroughly by means of vacuum-
ing, high pressure flushing etc., depending on the cleanliness and structure of 
the surface.

Applying water and covering:
If the concrete base is not saturated with water after cleaning, water should be 
applied to it. Depending on the temperature conditions and the density of the 
concrete it is recommended that application of water should commence 8-24 
hours before laying the primer. Uncover the surface concurrently with pour-
ing. If there is any free-standing water, it must be vacuum dewatered before 
priming.

Colour:
Basic colour: grey. Pigments are added for other colours.

Choice of colours 
There is a free choice of colours for Herkulit®. Take into account the fact that 
pigmented cement-based products cannot be compared with colour codes for 
paint.

• Light colours should be avoided on surfaces that are frequently made dirty.

Seams, patterns
Can be sawn and filled as required

Protecting finished surfaces
Herkulit® S400 surfaces that are completed before the building is finished 
should be covered for protection and kept covered during the final installa-
tion. Herkulit® S400 is concrete and at first it therefore absorbs both water and 
waterborne dirt. The covering material should be waterproof and non-colour-
ing, e.g. waterproof board.

Surface finish
Natural efflorescence occurs during the initial period of use, producing a dull 
surface. To remove this, treat the surface immediately after removing the 
moisture-curing film. Use Lithurin® I & II Wash in a combi scouring machine 
to remove a large amount of efflorescence. (Refer to cleaning instructions for 
more information).
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab 
lindec® has no control over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can 
in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
CONCRETE HERKULIT® S400

Cleaning:
Clean floors with soap of the Concrete Soap® type. Mix at a concentration of 
approx. 100:3.
The greyness (the efflorescence) will vanish in line with the regular cleaning 
and the Herkulit® S400 surfaces will become more liquid-repellent and acquire 
their finished gloss.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE 
CONCRETE HERKULIT® S200

General

Herkulit is mainly used on floors where there is a high level of require-
ments for durability, easy maintenance, good long-term economy, and a 
rustic appearance. 
Herkulit is used primarily in industry, shopping centres, public premises, 
galleries, offices and parking garages.

Herkulit S200 is a natural, environmentally-friendly material. The material 
is not diffusion-proof, cannot be damaged by water and is also anti-static. 
Installation does not require the use of environmentally hazardous addi-
tives.
Herkulit S200 is a 8-12 mm surface course that binds to both old and 
newly hardened concrete. The wear course is designed to provide prob-
lem-free functionality in extreme industrial environments or in premises 
where hygiene is important. This type of floor normally lasts for more 
than 30 years even in locations heavily used by vehicles such as trucks. 
Floors in old premises are renewed by applying Herkulit S200. And can be 
used to renew an entirely worn out floor or to upgrade a premises. In both 
cases a floor refurbishment is a qualitative, practical and cost-effective al-
ternative to removing the existing concrete floor.  
Herkulit S200 prevents chlorides and other harmful substances from per-
meating into the concrete base. (Herkulit S200 acts as an environmentally 
friendly protection for the concrete base.) Repairs to the existing concrete 
surfaces stops carbonation and decomposition of the structural concrete. 
In addition the product is completely frost resistant.

The installation should be carried out by 
an experienced, qualified contractor 

A surface course that is laid on a subfloor with no seams produces a perfect, problem-free floor covering. This combination reduces the 
need for seams in the floor by up to 80% compared with ordinary concrete flooring, and thereby also reduces the cost of repairs and 
maintenance in the future.
A seam-free concrete base can be created by adapting the concrete and the work in order to optimise the function of the concrete 
floor, instead of compromising due to the design of the building and the installation technique. 
This is made possible by laying the subfloor at an early stage in the construction process and laying the surface in an indoor environ-
ment at the end of the process. This also guarantees tolerances and surface finish, both of which are directly governed by the environ-
ment in which they are poured and laid, saving both time and money.

Project planning instructions

Carrying out the work:
The work is divided into five main elements
- Blasting
- Laying
- Trowell and finishing
- Curing
- Treatments

Conditions at the workplace:
When laying Herkulit in situ, the workplace must have a constant temperature of at least +10°C at the surface of the concrete, and be 
free of drips and draughts.

Technical data:
The following properties are typical average values and should not be regarded as minimum or characteristic values.  All properties 
are at +20°C.
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Type Herkulit S200

Compression strength in N/mm² after 28 days                                      75 N/mm²
Tensile strength in bending in N/mm² after 28 days                            12 N/mm²
Wear strength after DIN 52108 Böhmen – value in cm³/50 cm²        <4

Description:
To achieve a satisfactory result when laying Herkulit S200 it is important that 
the concrete base is of good quality. The surface and structure of the concrete 
base is crucially important for the adhesion of the top layer. If there is any 
doubt as to whether the concrete base can meet the set requirements, a site 
test or a tensile strength test should be carried out, or if necessary cores should 
be drilled out for closer analysis.

Requirements:
To ensure that Herkulit S200 can function optimally, the concrete base must 
comply with the following requirements:

Adhesion:
The tensile strength in the surface should be 1.5 MPa (15 kg/cm²) at the 
time of laying Herkulit S200. (For more information read surface prepa-
ration).

The surface:
The surface should have a structure equivalent to a minimum of 2 mm/
max 30 % of the thickness of the top layer.  The surface should be free of 
slurry and cement film as well as impurities.

Flatness:
The concrete base should be sufficiently flat that the thickness of Herku-
lit S200 can be kept within the given margins (8-12 mm).

Guidance:
If the concrete base has a tensile strength of at least 35 N/mm² and is other-
wise of good quality and free of impurities, it can be expected that the above 
requirements for adhesion will be met after milling, or alternatively blasting 
and cleaning the surface.

For new production
Lay the concrete base using vibration to achieve a level and homogenous sur-
face. Do not overwork the surface so that slurry appears on the surface of the 
concrete base. The slump of concrete and working methods directly affects 
surface tensile strength. Wean using higher concrete slump you need to in-
crease concrete quality. Any inclines towards drains must be executed in the 
concrete base before laying the top layer. The concrete base should be suf-
ficiently flat that the Herkulit S200 is within the acceptable tolerances (value 
8-12 mm).

The surface should be prepared that blasting can be performed (fine trowelled 
surface).

Never use wax or solvent-based moisture-curing on the concrete base. 

All details of the floor structure should be decided. Before laying the concrete 
base. The concrete base must be laid on a flat and stable base course that will 
have to withstand the loads that are conveyed to it. 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
CONCRETE HERKULIT® S200
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Levelling:
The surface around seams and cracks must be as level as possible when laying 
Herkulit S200.

Seams:
Herkulit S200 floor binds at the concrete base and does not require seams

Seams in the concrete base:
We recommend sawing grooves in new floor coverings over old seams that are 
moving.

Blasting:
The surface should be free of slurry and cement film. Blasting should be carried 
out over the entire surface, as well as in the vicinity of walls, pillars etc. If it is 
not possible for the machines to access right to the edges, this is done by hand. 
Before blasting the existing concrete base any cracks, rising edges, old seams 
etc. should be repaired.

Cleaning the surface:
After blasting the concrete should be protected from contaminations. 

Applying water and covering:
Concrete base should be watered. Depending on the temperature conditions 
and the density of the concrete it is recommended that application of water 
should commence 8-24 hours before laying the primer. Uncover the surface 
concurrently with pouring. If there is any free-standing water, it must be vacu-
um dewatered before priming.

Colour:
Basic colour: grey. Pigments are added for other colours.

Choice of colours:
There is a free choice of colours for Herkulit. Take into account the fact that 
pigmented cement-based products cannot be compared with colour codes for 
paint.
• Light colours should be avoided on surfaces that are frequently made dirty.

Seams, patterns:
Can be sawn and filled as required

Protecting finished surfaces:
Herkulit S200 surfaces that are completed before the building is finished 
should be covered for protection and kept covered during the final installa-
tion. Herkulit S200 is concrete and at first it therefore absorbs both water and 
waterborne dirt. The covering material should be waterproof and non-colour-
ing, e.g. waterproof board.

Surface finish:
Natural efflorescence occurs during the initial period of use, producing a dull 
surface. To remove this, treat the surface immediately after removing the 
moisture-curing film. Use Lithurin HARD & Wash in a combi scouring machine 
to remove a large amount of efflorescence. (Refer to cleaning instructions for 
more information)

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
CONCRETE HERKULIT® S200
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab 
lindec® has no control over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can 
in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

Cleaning:
Clean floors with soap of the Concrete soap type. Mix at a concentration of 
approx. 100:3.
The greyness (the efflorescence) will vanish in line with the regular cleaning 
and the Herkulit S200 surfaces will become more liquid-repellent and acquire 
their finished gloss.

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
CONCRETE HERKULIT® S200
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Instructions for Herkulit® Primer
2,5 kg Herkulit® Primer is mixed with 0.70 to 0.75 liter of water.
15 kg Herkulit® Primer is mixed with 4,5 to 5,0 liter of water.

Mixing Herkulit® Primer
Herkulit® Primer is mixed carefully with a whisk on a power-
ful drilling machine. Pour the indicated amount of water 
into a suitable container, slowly add the dry Herkulit® Primer 
while stirring. Mix for 5 minutes.

Laying Herkulit® Primer
Herkulit® Primer is applied with a brush onto the blasted or 
milled surface. The Herkulit® Primer must not be allowed to 
dry (become matt on the surface).

ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® 
is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
HERKULIT® S200

Demands for the sub base
To achieve a satisfactory result with Herkulit® S 200 it is important that the base concrete has a 
surface strength of 1.5 MPa. The surface and structure of the base concrete is of crucial impor-
tance for the bonding of the top layer. If there is any doubt as to whether the base concrete 
can satisfy the set requirements, a tensile strength test should be carried out, or a trial layer be 
laid or if necessary cores drilled out for closer analysis.

Preparation of the sub base
1. Blast or mill the surface. The surface structure should be equivalent to minimum 2 mm/max 

30 % of the thickness of the top layer. The surface should be free of slurry and cement film. 
Blasting or milling should be carried out over the entire surface, as well as in the vicinity of 
walls, pillars etc. 

2. Clean the surface: After blasting the concrete should be thoroughly vacuum cleaned. 
3. Apply water and covering: Apply water to the surface and cover with plastic film. The film 

must remain in place for at least 24 hours. Remove the plastic film from the surface concur-
rently with pouring. There must be no free-standing water on the surface during pouring 
(vacuum dewatered).

Consumption Primer
0,8 to 1 kg/m2.
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® 
is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
HERKULIT® S200

Afterhardening

Directly after the last trowelling, apply Lithurin® IIS (water based) with the consump-
tion of 0,15 liter per m2 alternative Lindolit® W (water based) with the consumption of 
0,07 liter per m2 (concentrate) diluted 1:3 with water in combination with water and 
plastic film, which are applied the following morning.

Instructions for Herkulit® S200
25 kg Herkulit® S 200 is mixed with 1,9 to 2,0 liters of water.
Mix Herkulit® S 200 in a paddle mixer with a powerful  
motor.

Laying Herkulit® S200
Herkulit® S 200 should be vibrated. Power-float the surface 
at least 5-6 times. Cover with plastic film between power-
floatings or spray Lindolit® 1:1 on surface directly after pour-
ing. The material must harden from below before trowelling. 
Finally trowel to a shiny surface.

Colour
Basic colour: grey. For other colours add pigments.
To achieve the same color as the original dry shake floor, 
finally top the Herkulit® S 200 (before trowelling) with the 
same dry shake.

Consumption S200
25 kg/m2 per 10mm (min 4 mm to max 12 mm thickness).
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LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
HERKULIT® PRIMER

Mixture ratio Herkulit® Primer
Mix 15 kg Herkulit® Primer with 4,35-4,50 liters of water. 

Mixing Herkulit® Primer
Herkulit® Binder is carefully mixed in a paddle mixer or with a whisk on a powerful drilling  
machine. 

When mixing in a paddle mixer 
1.) Pour Herkulit® Primer into the paddle mixer and add 2/3 of the indicated amount of water. 
2.) Mix for 3 minutes. 
3.) Add the remaining 1/3 of the water. 
4.) Mix for a further 3 minutes. 

When mixing with a drilling machine/whisk
1.) Pour the indicated amount of water into a suitable container. 
2.) Slowly add the dry Herkulit® Primer during stirring. 
3.) Mix for 5 minutes. 

Laying Herkulit® Primer 
The Herkulit® Primer is carefully brushed into the moist, finished concrete surface with a stiff brush. (A walkbehind trowel  
or grinding machine  with brushes may be used). 

Description
To achieve a satisfactory result when laying Herkulit® Primer it is important that the base concrete is correctly mixed and laid. 
The surface and structure of the base concrete is of crucial importance for the bonding of the top layer. If there is any doubt as 
to whether the base concrete can satisfy the set requirements, a tensile strength test should be carried out on a trial layer, or if 
necessary cores drilled out for closer analysis. 

Requirements
In order to ensure that Herkulit® Primer can function optimally, the base concrete must fulfill the following requirements:

Bonding
The surface tensile strength should be 1.5 MPa (15 kg/cm²) at the time of laying Herkulit® Primer. 

The surface
The surface should have a structure equivalent to minimum 2 mm/max 30 % of the thickness of  the top layer. The surface must 
be free of slurry, cement film and impurities.

Levelness
The base concrete should be sufficiently evenly that the thickness of the concrete/mortar can be kept within the given margins.

Directions
a.) If the compression strength of the base concrete is a minimum of 35 N/mm² and is generally of good quality and free of 
impurities, the above requirements concerning bonding can be expected to be fulfilled after blasting/milling and cleaning of 
the surface. 
b.) The concrete should be mixed and laid so minimal shrink tensions appear. This can be achieved, for example, according to 
the following: 
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® 
is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
HERKULIT® PRIMER

c.) Type of cement: Portland cement. 
d.) Use fine aggregate material containing grain with a good curve. 
e.) Additives such as water reduction/liquid agents can be used.
f.) Max VCR 0.55. 
g.) Slump 60-90 mm. 

Blasting/milling
Blast/mill the surface. The surface structure should be equivalent to minimum 2 mm/max 30 % of the thickness of the top layer. 
The surface should be free of slurry and cement film. Blasting/milling should be carried out over the entire surface, as well as in 
the vicinity of walls, pillars etc. If the machines are not able to access right to the edges, this is done by hand. Before blasting/
milling of existing concrete, any necessary repairs to cracks, edge cleaning, old joins etc. should be undertaken. 

Cleaning the surface
After blasting/milling, the concrete must be thoroughly cleaned: vacuum cleaning, high-pressure washing etc., depending on 
the cleanliness and structure of the surface. 

Applying water and covering 
If the base concrete is not saturated with water after cleaning, water should be applied to it. Depending on the temperature 
conditions and the density of the concrete, it is recommended that application of water should commence 8-24 hours before 
laying Herkulit® Primer. Cover with plastic film to avoid drying out. Uncover concurrently with pouring. If there is any free-
standing water on the surface, it must be vacuum dewatered before priming. 

Packaging
Herkulit® Primer is supplied in 15 kg sacks on pallets of 510 kg. 

Material usage
15 kg of Herkulit® Primer produces about 8,5 liters of prepared mortar when mixed with 4,35-4,50 liters of water. Material usage 
is about 0.8-1.0 kg binder per m² depending on the base layer. 

Cleaning of tools etc.
Tools and equipment should be cleaned with water before Herkulit® Primer mortar dries. 

 
Safety 

Herkulit® Primer cement-based and is non-toxic to use. When the powder comes into contact with water the mortar becomes 
alkaline. Always use a protective face mask, protective clothing and gloves while mixing. 

Storage
Sacks of Herkulit® Primer should be stored on pallets and kept dry, under these conditions the material will keep for at least 6 
months. 
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab 
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MOISTURE CURING 
LINDOLIT® W

To prevent premature drying out and shrinkage 
cracks 

Lindolit® W (waterbased) prevents premature drying out and shrinkage 
cracks. To be applied on the newly poured concrete floor. Lindolit® W is 
a water-based acrylic dispersion with additives for instant treatment on 
newly installed floors.

For usage: 
A first class concrete and professional installation are not enough to 
achieve maximum strength and durability. The after-treatment is of 
great importance for the final quality. The surface must not dry out too 
quickly, especially with higher temperatures, low humidity, draught, 
etc. This can result in less solidity and greater shrinkage. 

Advatages:
• Lindolit® W is water-based. 
• Lindolit® W does not produce gases or vapours. 
• Lindolit® W prevents too fast drying. 
• Lindolit® W reduces shrinkage. 
• Lindolit® W reduces possible lime precipitation.
• Lindolit® W is efficiency tested and approved (see separate test result).
• Lindolit® W can be used in combination with water and plastic film.
• Lindolit® W is used on over 5 000 000 m2.

Transport & storage: 
Lindolit® W is frost-susceptible. 

Shelf life: 
One year if properly stored. 

Application: 
Lindolit® W must be applied immediately after the last trowelling or as soon as possible, depending on the temperature, humidity, 
draught, etc. Lindolit® W is applied evenly with a sweeper or a soft brush. 
When laying concrete floors. In extreme conditions, like direct sun light or heavy wind, it is possible to apply Lindolit® W directly after 
pouring the concrete, with dilution of 1:1 with water. 
After trowelling, apply with dilution of 1:2 with water, or in combination with water and plastic film as a curing compound with dilution 
1:3 with water. 
The initial milky appearance of the Lindolit® W surface becomes transparent within a few days. The correct application will produce a 
shiny surface after drying. 

Consumption: 
Consumption approx 0,08-0,10 litre concentrate per m², based on dilution 1:2 with water. 
Consumption approx 0,06-0,08 litre concentrate per m², based on dilution 1:3 with water. 

Tested: 
Lindolit® W is tested according to BS 7542:1992 (European Standard) 
and approved with an efficiency of 80%, 75% efficiency is demanded.

BS 7542:1992 
European 
Standard 

+
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MOISTURE CURING
LINDOLIT® S

Lindolit® S is a clear, solvent-based, modified acrylic, 
curing, sealing, and hardening compound for newly 
made concrete.

It is one component, ready-to-use, and resistant to most mild water 
rate solutions of alkali, acids and salts. It is easy to maintain, accepts 
abrasion from foot and vehicular traffic and is compatible with most 
floor covering adhesives. Lindolit® S forms a continuous membrane 
which is easy to clean, pro vides a glossy “wet look” to concrete.

Uses: 
Lindolit® S is used as a sealing compound on exterior and interior 
horizontal and vertical surfaces to seal, harden and dust proof 
new concrete and masonry surfaces. Typical applications include 
warehouses, industrial premises, garages, parking decks, offices, 
commercial buildings,   schools, hospitals and airport hangars.

Composition and colour: 
Lindolit® S is a proprietary formulation of acrylic resins dissolved in a 
special blend of petroleum distillates. Lindolit® S is available only in a 
clear formulation. 

Test results: 
Lindolit® S complies with requirements of BS 7542:1992 with the 
efficiency of 84%, 75% is demanded. 

Laying instruction: 
Lindolit® S does not require mixing. Do not thin or dilute. Apply Lindolit® 
S in a uniform, continuous film by airless sprayer, short napped mohair roller, lambs wool applicator, paint brush, rubber rake or soft 
bristled push broom. Apply a full, even coat of Lindolit® S to ensure complete, uniform coverage of the surface at a rate of 8-10 m2 per 
liter ensuring complete and uniform coverage of the surface. Use a lambs wool applica tor, roller or a rubber rake to pick up or remove 
puddles or excess material. If a higher shine is desired, a second coat may be applied. If the delay between the first and second coat 
results in contamination of the surface, the surface must be thoroughly cleaned before application of the second coat. The second coat 
should be applied as soon as the first coat has dried.

Drying:
The coated concrete can usually be opened to foot traffic in 8-12 hours, with maximum surface hardness developed within 7-10 days. 

Clean-up instructions: 
Clean tools and equipment with aromatic 100 or xylene immediately following use. Clean drips and over spray with solvent while still 
wet. If not cleaned immediately, the sealer may leave a residue on painted surfaces, glass or wood. Leave finished work and work area in 
a neat, clean condition without evidence of spillages onto adjacent areas.

Packaging:
210 litre drums. 

Storage and shelf life:  
3 years properly stored at 10-25°C.  

Cautions: 
Lindolit® S is not recommended to seal voids, cracks or for use where hydrostatic pres sure is present. Do not apply to exterior surfaces 
if rain is expected within 12 hours after application or in direct sunlight at ambient temperatures in excess of  30°C. A test application to 
evaluate appearance and performance is recommended. Do not apply to frozen or frost filled surfaces. Not recommended for asphalt 
surfaces. Certain adhesives may not bond to Lindolit® S. Always apply test area to confirm adhesion. 
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab 
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MOISTURE CURING
LINDOLIT® S

Environmental and safety precau tions: 
Lindolit® S contains petroleum distil lates and is flammable. Keep away from heat, sparks and open flame. Keep containers closed 
until ready to use. Provide good ventilation. To prevent vapour build up and possible explosion, open all doors and win dows and 
provide cross ventilation. Do not smoke. Solvent vapours can cause respiratory irritation. For res piratory problems, remove person 
immediately to fresh air. Contact may cause skin or eye irritation. Using res piratory devices, safety goggles and impervious gloves is 
recommended. Wash hands thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating or smoking. If ingested, do not induce 
vomiting and call a physician immediately. For eye contact, flush immediately with water for 15 minutes and consult a physician 
immedi ately. Do not rub eyes. Protect shrubbery, plants and grass during application. Protect asphalt, rubber and plastic surfaces 
from spills and over spray. Read material safety data sheets before use and keep away from children and animals.

This specification describes the proper procedures for curing freshly placed concrete surfaces using an acrylic curing and sealing 
compound. Lindolit® S - acrylic curing and sealing compound are clear, transparent, ready-to-apply compounds formulated in a blend 
of special acrylic copolymers.
Properly cured concrete will have reduced shrinkage cracks, dust less, increased surface hardness and be more durable and more 
wear resistance.

When used as a curing compound Lindolit® S promotes proper hydration by reducing moisture loss from the concrete.  For outdoor 
concrete curing the use of a proper curing and sealing compound is particularly important due to variations of temperature, relative 
humidity and wind conditions, all of which effect moisture rate of evaporation.

Before applying Lindolit® S to entire surface, test a small area to verify that product is providing the desired moisture retention, pen-
etration ability and finish appearance (shine).

Delivery, storage and handling:
Deliver the Lindolit® S in their original package which is approved for this material. Store the Lindolit® S in a locked room away from 
children and animals in a temperature between 10 and 25 °C.
Do not apply material if the floor is frozen or if freezing conditions are a fact. Do not apply if rain is expected within 12 hours. Finished 
equipment and surfaces shall be masked for protection. Mask off adjoining surfaces and close off drains. If two applications wil be 
made; surfaces cannot be contaminated between coats. Protect sealed surfaces during drying from traffic, damage and contamina-
tion.

Provide adequate forced air ventilation!
Avoid contact with eyes and skin; do not inhale. Prolonged or repeated exposure may cause skin irritation or allergic reactions. Wear 
goggles, NIOSH and MSHA approved respirators, rubber gloves, and appropriate clothing. 

Material properties @ 24˚C: 
Density (weight/litre) 0,850

Viscosity, cps 300
Flash Point 43°C
Tukon hardness >10
ASTM C1315 test results
Coverage rate, m2/litre 8-10

Solids, % >25

Dry time, hrs. 1-3

UV exposure Meets Class B and C Requirements 

Water loss, kg/m2 < 0.35

Acid/Alkali resistance Meets Requirements 
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Lithurin® Formula
 is a well preserved composition with its origins from the early 
1900s and has over the years been refined into today’s products. 
The technique is simply described as a chemical reaction with min-
erals and substances in the concrete and the product. The benefit 
is that as soon as the chemical reaction is finished, the result is a 
homogeneous structure in the concrete, with no risk of descaling 
and flaking.

Lithurin® Formula

Green aspect
Lithurin® is water based and environment friendly. Lithurin® gives no 
smell or taste and is therefore also approved to be used in food indus-
try proven by independent test institute SIK (Swedish Institute for Food 
Research).

Abrasion
 
The biggest problem for a floor is mechanical abrasion through 
walking, vehicle and work lift traffic. Independent test results 
prove that Lithurin® treatment increases abrasion resistance by 
approx 20 times according to SP (Swedish National Testing and Re-
search Institute). In abrasion a C 25/32 concrete is to be compared 
with a C50/60 concrete, when treated with Lithurin®. Lithurin® re-
places so called dry shake hardeners with less risk, less manpower 
at a lower cost.

History  
Lithurin® has been used on concrete floors for 40 years on more 
than 30 000 000 m2 in 35 countries.
Among our customers are companies such as Volvo, SAAB, Coca 
Cola and Akzo Nobel.

Efficiency
Independent test results prove that when using Lithurin® as 
“moisture curing” the efficiency is as high as 79%, (75% is de-
manded). 

Where to use Lithurin® treatment?
• Warehouses, production and distribution centres
• Shops, depots and shopping centres
• Garages and car parks 
• Airfields, concrete roads, hangars and harbour areas
• Airports, train stations and bus terminals
• Storage facilities and basements etc.
 

Betong Härdare / Concrete Hardener / Отвердитель бетонаBetong Härdare / Concrete Hardener / Отвердитель бетона

HARD

Betong Förseglare / Concrete Sealer / Герметизатор бетонаBetong Förseglare / Concrete Sealer / Герметизатор бетона

SEAL

Betong Densifiering / Concrete Densifier / Уплотнитель бетонаBetong Densifiering / Concrete Densifier / Уплотнитель бетона



ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible.
ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

LITHURIN® HARD, DENS & SEAL ARE COMBINED ON THE BASIS OF ECONOMY 
AND REQUIREMENT

Indoor treatment
1 x Lithurin® Hard 
1 x Lithurin® Seal 
Area of application: when a hard and durable surface is required on a machine-finished concrete floor.
A correctly executed treatment produces an abrasion value equivalent to hard concrete.

1 x Lithurin® Hard 
1 x Lithurin® Dens 
Area of application: when a hard and durable surface is required on a machine-finished concrete floor that 
is going to be sprinkled with water, e.g. washing facilities or surfaces that are cleaned with highpressure 
washing.

1 x Lithurin® Dens 
1 x Lithurin® Seal 
Area of application: when the aim is to control dust and reduce patchiness. A correctly executed treatment 
provides a dust-free, easy to clean and glossy surface, which reduces friction and thereby increased durability.

1 x Lithurin® Seal 
Area of application: when the aim is to control dust on machine-finished concrete floor. A correctly executed 
treatment provides a dust-free, easy to clean and glossy surface. Lithurin® Seal reduces.
friction and thereby increases durability.
1 x Lithurin® Seal 
Can be used as a combined moisture curer and dust binder. Applied directly on a ready trowelled.

1 x Lithurin® Hard 
1 x Lithurin® Dens 
1 x Lithurin® Seal 
Area of application: when a hard and durable surface is required, with less patchiness. A correctly executed 
treatment produces an abrasion value equivalent to hard concrete and protects against liquid penetration.

Diamond ground concrete 
1 x Lithurin® Hard 
Area of application: to obtain a harder surface. With a harder surface, the gloss appears earlier compared 
with an untreated surface (increases the permanence of the gloss and is cost-effective).
 
1 x Lithurin® Dens 
Area of application: to obtain a sealed surface before polishing a concrete surface. Lithurin® Dens seals the 
pores in the concrete surface and produces a deep gloss.

Outdoor treatment
2 x Lithurin® Hard 
Area of application: to obtain a hard and durable surface outdoors, where the concrete surface has a finer 
surface structure and where the aim is to retain the surface structure as anti-slip protection.

1 x Lithurin® Hard 
1 x Lithurin® Dens 
Area of application: when a hard and durable surface is required outdoors, where the concrete surface has 
courser surface structures. 
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible.
ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

Requirements for treatment with Lithurin® Hard 
• The concrete must be at least 7 days old at a temp. of +14-18 °C and a minimum of 
14 days at a temp. of +10-13 °C before application  
• Min. temp. of +5 °C on the surface of the concrete (equivalent to an air temp. of 
+10 °C) 
• The surface must be free of contaminants 
• When treating old floors the surface must be grinded clean before application 
• Lithurin® Hard must dry before Lithurin® Dens/Seal is applied

Lithurin® Hard
Lithurin® Hard is a deeply penetrating fluid hardener that reacts and strengthens the 
structure of concrete surfaces. Lithurin® Hard is an impregnator and does not form a 
surface film.
Lithurin® Hard is water-based and does not change the concrete’s colour. The concrete 
becomes more resistant to abrasion and surface load. A one-off application provides long-
term protection. Lithurin® Hard is approved for use on concrete floors in the food industry. 

Area of application
2 x Lithurin® Hard as a hardener for concrete surfaces outdoors.
1 x Lithurin® Hard as a concrete hardener before Lithurin® Seal, to increase abrasion 
resistance/durability.
1 x Lithurin® Hard as a hardener in diamond grinding. Applied after coarse grinding, 
and produces a harder concrete surface. With a harder surface the surface gloss 
appears earlier compared with an untreated surface (cost-effective).

Environmental benefits Lithurin® Hard 
• Max. VOC less than 10 g/l
• Water-based
• Odourless
• Eliminates dust from concrete, which produces better air quality

Benefits Lithurin® Hard 
• Maximum abrasive resistance
• No flush cleaning 
• Durable – a one-off application provides long-term protection against abrasion
• Fast drying time – dry after 30 minutes, at a temp. of +15-18°
• Can be used on new or existing concrete, indoors and outdoors

Equipment needed 
• Soft brush or mop
• Watering can

LITHURIN® HARD
CONCRETE HARDENER

Betong Härdare / Concrete Hardener / Отвердитель бетонаBetong Härdare / Concrete Hardener / Отвердитель бетона

HARD
Betong Härdare / Concrete Hardener / Отвердитель бетонаBetong Härdare / Concrete Hardener / Отвердитель бетона

HARD
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Instructions for Lithurin® Hard,  
indoors with brush
1. Apply Lithurin® Hard with a soft brush.
2. Work the material into the surface with the soft brush to 

ensure good absorption.
3. Distribute plentiful Lithurin® Hard over the surface until 

there are no puddles. Brush away any footprints.
4. Allow to dry.
5. Lithurin® Hard must dry before Lithurin® Dens/Seal is ap-

plied.

ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible.
ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
LITHURIN® HARD

Instructions for Lithurin® Hard, 
indoors with combi scouring machine
Contaminated areas should be ground clean

1. Pour Lithurin® Hard into the tank. Fix black nylon scouring 
pads onto the machine. First apply the surface with laying and 
scrubbing activated and the suction function turned off.
2. Pour water into the tank and run over the surface before it 
is completely dry with laying and scrubbing activated and the 
suction function turned off.
3. If the surface starts to dry before laying is completed, stop 
laying and repeat steps 1 and 2.
4. If the surface has already dried, repeat from step 1.
5. Lithurin® Hard must dry before Lithurin® Dens/Seal is ap-
plied.

The benefit of this application method is that the sur-
face is cleaned at the same time as the concrete hard-
ens. Calcium deposits are reduced and less mois-
ture is brought to the surface. (Recommended for 
aesthetic floors.)

Consumption
• Machine trowelled surface: approx. 0.15 litres/m²
• Non-machine trowelled surface: approx. 0.2-0.4 litres/m²

Instructions for Lithurin® Hard, 
outdoors with brush
1. Distribute Lithurin® Hard as evenly as possible over the sur-
face with a watering can with a spray nozzle and a fine brush.
2. Directly after the material has entered into the surface (be-
fore the surface has dried), rinse off the surface with a high 
pressure/powerful water jet.

3. Day 2, repeat steps 1 and 2.
On courser surface structures, use Lithurin® Dens on day 2.  

Consumption
• Machine trowelled surface: 2 treatments:approx. 0.30 litres/m²
• Non-machine trowelled surface: 2-4 treatments: approx. 0.4-
0.8 litres/m²
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible.
ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

Requirements for treatment with Lithurin® Dens
• Min. temp. of +5 °C on the concrete surface (equivalent to an air temp. of +10 °C) 
• The surface must be free of contaminants 
• In treatment of old floors, the surface must be grinded clean before application 
• Lithurin® Dens must dry before any Lithurin® Seal is applied

Lithurin® Dens
Lithurin® Dens is an impregnator that makes the concrete surface denser. Lithurin® 
Dens is water-based and does not change the concrete’s colour, penetrates deeper 
and reacts evenly in the concrete, which increases resistance to abrasion. The surface 
becomes a part of the structure with no cracking, flaking or scaling. A one-off appli-
cation provides long-term protection. Lithurin is approved for use on concrete floors 
within the food industry and is partially water-repellent, anti-slip and makes cleaning 
easier.

Area of application
1 x Lithurin® Dens: as a concrete densifier when diamond grinding. To be applied 
before polishing. Increases the gloss and depth of the polishing.

1 x Lithurin® Dens: as a concrete densifier before Lithurin Seal, to reduce patchiness.

1 x Lithurin® Dens: as a concrete densifier after Lithurin® Hard, on course surfaces 
outdoors for increased durability/abrasion resistance.

1 x Lithurin® Dens: instead of Lithurin® Seal on surfaces indoors that are going to be 
sprinkled with water, e.g. washing facilities or surfaces that will be cleaned with high-
pressure washing.

Environmental benefits Lithurin® Dens  
• Max. VOC less than 10 g/l  
• Water-based 
• Odourless 
• Eliminates dusting from concrete, which produces better air quality

Benefits Lithurin® Dens 
• Maximum durability 
• Neutralises calcium deposits 
• No flush cleaning 
• Durable – a one-off application provides long-term protection 
• Fast drying time – dry after 30 minutes, at a temp. of +15-18° 
• Can be used on new or existing concrete. Water-repellent effect

Equipment needed 
• Soft brush or mop  
• Low-pressure sprayer, mechanical sprayer or watering can with spray-nozzle

LITHURIN® DENS
CONCRETE DENSIFIER

Betong Densifiering / Concrete Densifier / Уплотнитель бетонаBetong Densifiering / Concrete Densifier / Уплотнитель бетонаBetong Densifiering / Concrete Densifier / Уплотнитель бетонаBetong Densifiering / Concrete Densifier / Уплотнитель бетона
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible.
ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
LITHURIN® DENS

Instructions for Lithurin® Dens
1. Apply with a low pressure sprayer or can with spray-nozzle.
2. Work the material into the surface with a soft brush to en-
sure good absorption. Keep the surface damp (at a temp. of 
+15-18°C) for approx. 15-20 minutes.
3. The entire surface must be wet for 15-20 minutes, so that the 
material has time to react and penetrate the concrete surface.
4. If the surface starts to dry, wet it with more Lithurin® Dens. 
Ensure that no part of the surface dries during the absorption 
period.
5. Remove excess material with the brush, while it is still fluid. 
(Apply with pressure on the brush to remove excess material).
6. Be sure to remove all excess material that the floor doesn’t 
absorb.
7. The simplest method is to use steps 1 to 6, in stages of 100 
m² per time per person (2 persons = 200 m²).
8. To ensure that the concrete surface receives the right 
amount of material, the instructions above must be followed.

Consumption
• Machine trowelled surface: approx. 0.15 litres/m²
• Non-machine trowelled surface: approx. 0.2-0.4 litres/m²
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible.
ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

Requirements for treatment with Lithurin® Seal 
• Min. temp of +5 °C on the surface of the concrete (equivalent to an air temp. of 
+10 °C) 
• The surface must be free of contaminants 
• In treatment of old floors, the surface must be grinded clean before application 
• Lithurin® Hard/Dens must dry before Lithurin® Seal is applied

Lithurin® Seal 
Lithurin® Seal is an impregnator that seals the concrete surface. Lithurin® Seal is 
water-based and does not change the concrete’s colour. Lithurin® Seal penetrates 
and seals the surface evenly in the concrete, which produces less friction. The surface 
becomes a part of the structure with no cracking, flaking or scaling. The applica-
tion provides long-term protection. Lithurin® is approved for use on concrete floors 
within the food industry and is partially water-repellent, anti-slip and makes cleaning 
easier.

Area of application
1 x Lithurin® Seal as concrete sealer to ensure reduced friction (dust-binding). 
1 x Lithurin® Seal as hardener and sealer (moister curer/dust binder). 
Lower friction and higher abrasion resistance.

Lithurin® Seal in combination with Lithurin® Hard increases abrasion resistance by up 
to 20 times. 
Lithurin® Seal in combination with Lithurin® Dens increases durability against pen-
etration of liquid. 
Lithurin® Seal in combination with Lithurin® Hard and Dens increases abrasion resist-
ance and durability against penetration of liquid.

Environmental benefits Lithurin® Seal 
• Max VOC less than 1 g/l 
• Water-based 
• Odourless 
• Eliminates dust from the concrete, which produces better air quality

Benefits Lithurin® Seal  
• Maximum seal. 
• Restricts penetration of liquid. 
• No flush cleaning. 
• Durable – a one-off application provides long-term protection. 
• Fast drying time – dry after 60 minutes, at a temp. of +15-18 °C. 
• Can be used on new or existing concrete. Water-repellent effect.

Equipment needed 
• Soft brush or mop.   
• Low-pressure sprayer, mechanical sprayer or watering can with spray-nozzle.

LITHURIN® SEAL
CONCRETE SEALER

Betong Förseglare / Concrete Sealer / Герметизатор бетонаBetong Förseglare / Concrete Sealer / Герметизатор бетона

SEAL
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SEAL
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ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible.
ab lindec® is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
LITHURIN® SEAL

Instructions for Lithurin® Seal
1. Apply with a low-pressure sprayer or a can with spray-nozzle
2. Work the material into the surface with a soft brush to en-

sure good absorption. Keep the surface damp (at a temp. of 
+10-13 °C) for approx. 15-20 minutes.

3. If the surface starts to dry, wet it with more Lithurin® Seal. 
Ensure that no part of the surface dries during the absorp-
tion period. The material becomes sticky if it takes too long, 
particularly with higher temperatures.

4. Remove excess material with the brush, while the material is 
still fluid. (Apply with pressure on the brush to remove excess 
material).

5. Be sure to remove all excess material that the floor doesn’t 
absorb.

6. The simplest method is to use steps 1 to 6, in stages of 100 
m² per person. (2 persons = 200 m²)

7. To ensure that the concrete surface receives the right 
amount of material, the instructions above must be followed.

8. Under certain conditions, e.g. low temperature, strong wind 
etc., the absorption time is longer and at higher tempera-
tures the absorption time is shorter.

Consumption:
• Machine trowelled surface: approx. 0.15 litres/m²
• Non-machine trowelled surface: approx. 0.2-0.4 litres/m²
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Lithurin®

Lithurin® is a deeply penetrating fluid hardening agent that binds 
and seals the surface texture of concrete with a well balanced for-
mula. The formula is a well-preserved composition with its origins 
from the early 1900, and has over the years been refined into to-
day’s products. Lithurin® is an impregnator that does not form a 
surface film (penetrates). Lithurin® is water based and does not 
change the color of concrete. The concrete also becomes denser, 
much more resistant to abrasion and more resistant to light chem-
ical attacks. Lithurin® is approved for use in the food industry, is 
water-repellent, anti-slipping and makes cleaning easier.

HARDENER, DENSIFIER, 
MOISTURE CURER AND 
SEALER 

Green aspect
Lithurin® is water based and environment friendly. Li-
thurin® gives no smell or taste and is therefore also ap-
proved to be used in food industry proven by independ-
ent test institute SIK (Swedish Institute for Food Research).

Advantages 
• Lithurin® is both a hardener, sealer and moisture curer (Lithurin® 

IIS)
• Lithurin® increases the abrasion resistance up to 20 times.
• Lithurin® is approved for use in the food industry.
• Lithurin® can be used on both old and new concrete as well as 

on all cement based products.
• Lithurin® treatment with both Lithurin® I and Lithurin® IIS, can 

replace any dry shake hardener (abrasion)
• Lithurin® IIS is approved as combined hardener, sealer and mois-

ture curing, with an efficiency of 79%, (75% is demanded).
• Lithurin® makes the surface easier to clean and maintain.
• Lithurin® has been used on over 30 000 000 m2 worldwide.
• Lithurin® is diffusion-open.
• Lithurin® is self polished.

Concrete dust
Concrete dust is the result of lime particles which have freed them-
selves during the hardening process. The surface becomes weak-
ened and prone to crumbling which gives off dust when exposed 
to abrasion. Concrete floors which give of dust present a great 
problem in industrial premises, warehouses, car parks garages etc. 
Not only is this coarse grained dust detrimental to human health 
and machinery, but it also collects on surfaces causing additional 
expenses in cleaning and maintenance.

Abrasion
 
The biggest problem for a floor is mechanical abrasion through 
walking, vehicle and work lift traffic. Independent test results 
prove that Lithurin® treatment increases abrasion resistance by 
approx 20 times according to SP (Swedish National Testing and Re-
search Institute) In abrasion a C 25/32 concrete is to be compared 
with a C50/60 concrete, when treated with Lithurin®, and it clearly 
shows that if the construction allows, so called dry shake harden-
ers can be replaced by a Lithurin® treatment (Lithurin® I & IIS) with 
less risk, less manpower and lower cost.    

History 
Lithurin® has been used on concrete floors for 40 years 
on more than 30 000 000 m2 in 35 countries.

Efficiency 
Independent test results prove that when using Li-
thurin® as “moisture curing” the efficiency is as high as 
79%, (75% is demanded). 

Where to use Lithurin® treatment?
• Warehouses, production and distribution centers
• Shops, depots and shopping centers
• Garages and car parks 
• Airfields, concrete roads, hangars and harbour areas
• Airports, train stations and bus terminals
• Storage facilities and basements etc.

+



+

+

ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® 
is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

Surface finish
Abrasion resistance
Price

How to apply Lithurin®

After cleaning (vacuum cleaning) you distribute the material 
with a wide soft brush and a rubber rake, but it can also be ap-
plied with a so called scrubber machine, power trowel with Lin-
dec application brushes. Always study separate laying instruc-
tion, before use.

Which treatment should you choose? 

Lithurin® I & IIS – Hardener, sealer and 
dust binder
This treatment can replace so called dry shake hardeners. This 
is the best and most abrasion resistant treatment with both Li-
thurin® I and Lithurin® IIS and should be applied approx 7-10 
days after making the floor, or directly on floor older than 7-10 
days. Most suitable for hard abrasion resistant floors such as; 
hangars, warehouses, logistic centers, production plants, work-
shops and parking areas etc.

Lithurin® IIS – dust binder or combined 
moisture curing and dust binder
Lithurin® IIS is used as a single treatment on floors older than 10 
days or as combined moisture curing and dust binder on newly 
made floors. One treatment with Lithurin® IIS is applied directly 
after power trowelling or later as combined hardener and dust 
binder. Independent  test institute (Aston Service) proves a mois-
ture curing efficiency of 79% and 75% is demanded! Suitable for 
all types of newly made concrete floors or old existing concrete 
floors.

Lithurin® I – outdoor hardener
Outdoor hardening and protection, Lithurin® I is applied twice 
for hardening of outdoor areas as protection against abrasion, 
salt, and air pollution. The concrete gets harder and more dense. 
Apply approx 7-10 days after making the slab, or directly on floor 
older than 7-10 days. Most suitable for airfields, harbour areas, 
docks, concrete roads, pavements and all other outdoor con-
crete surfaces.

Lithurin® I & Lithurin® Wash – aesthetic 
treatment for high performance  
concrete
For impregnation. Compliment for high performance concrete 
(aesthetic floors). One treatment with Lithurin® I and one treat-
ment with Lithurin® Wash should be applied approx 7-10 days 
after making the floor, or directly on floor, older than 7-10 days. 
Most suitable for production facilities, outlets, shopping malls, 
stores, shops, air, train and bus terminals as well as car and boat 
exhibit halls etc.
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Instructions for Lithurin® I
1. Dilute Lithurin® I with water 1:1
2. Work the material into the floor with a soft bristle brush to 
ensure good absorbance.
3. Distribute Lithurin® I generously over the surface until all 
puddles are gone. Remove all footprints.
4. Let dry.
Apply Lithurin® IIS the following day.
In certain conditions as for instance low tempera-
ture, the absorbtion time is longer and in higher  
temperatures shorter.

ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
over the way in which the products are mixed and laid, or the conditions under which they set, ab lindec® can in no way be held responsible. ab lindec® 
is only responsible for the quality of the products at the time of delivery.

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
LITHURIN® I & LITHURIN® IIS

Demand for the concrete
• Minimum 7 days old concrete (Lithurin® I) based on temperature of + 14 to 18 °C and mini-

mum 14 days based on temperature of + 10 to 13 °C.
• Temperature on the floor surface cannot be lower than + 5 °C, which equals approx + 10 °C 

in the air. Below that temperature the concrete absorbs less material which prolongs the 
hardening time.

• The floor must be free from dust, grease and moisture curing (grinding) 
• Avoid water on the floor during the first 5 days based on + 10 °C.

Preparation of the floor
• Clean the floor thoroughly with vacuum cleaner, or scrubber drier machine (let dry before 

before treatment).

Instructions for Lithurin® IIS
Can be applied as soon as the first treatment with Lithurin® I 
has dried.
1. Work the material into the floor with a soft bistle brush to 
ensure good absorbance. Keep the floor wet (at + 10-12 °C) 15-
20 minutes. If the floor starts drying, apply more Lithurin® IIS. 
Make sure that no part of the floor dries during the  absorba-

Consumption
• Machine trowelled surface, approx 0,10 lit/m2.
• Non machine trowelled surface, approx 0,2-0,4 lit/m2.

tion time. The material will be sticky if it takes too long time, 
especially in higher temperatures.
2. Remove almost all excess material with a squeegee while 
the material is still in liquid form.
3. After that apply a thin layer with Lithurin® IIS with a brush or 
sweeper to create a thin film.
To ensure that the floor gets the right amount of material, the 
instruction should be followed.
In certain conditions as for instance low temperature, the ab-
sorbtion time is longer and in higher tempratures shorter.

 
Consumption
• Machine trowelled surface, approx 0,125 lit/m2. 
• Non machine trowelled surface, approx 0,2-0,4 lit/m2.
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Lithurin® I
The surface is completely white?
1. The surface has not been and Lithurin® I has reacted with the 

concrete dust.
2. Too much material. The floor can´t absorb all material, so it 

has dried in the surface.
3. The surface is closed. Moisture curing has not been removed.

White spots?
•  Too much material in the puddles. The material has dried on 

the surface.

How to solve; Wipe or scrub away white residue with clean 
water and black scouring nylon as soon as possible.

Lithurin® IIS
The surface is mat
• The floor didn’t get enough material.

Demands for newly made concrete floors
• Newly poured, and well trowelled  floors.

Instructions for Lithurin® IIS as moisture curing or as a single 
treatment on old floors.
(New floors) Apply as soon as possible after trowelling.
(Old floors) Apply after well performed cleaning (see preparation of floor).  

1. Work the material into the floor with a soft bristle brush to ensure good absorb-
ance.   Keep the floor wet (at + 10-12 C) 15-20 minutes.  If the  floor starts drying, 
apply more Lithurin® IIS. Make sure that no part of the floor dryies during the 
absorbation time. The material will be sticky if it takes too long, especially in higher 
temperatures.
2. Remove almost all excess material with a squeegee while the material is still in 
liquid form.
3. After that apply a thin layer of  Lithurin® IIS with a brush or sweeper to create a 
thin film.

To ensure that the floor gets the right amount of material, the instruction should be 
followed.

In certain conditions as for instance low temperature, the absorbtion time is longer 
and in higher tempratures shorter.

Consumption
• Machine trowelled surface, approx 0,15 lit/m2

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
SINGLE TREATMENT 

LITHURIN® IIS

How to solve; Add Lithurin® IIS once more with half con-
sumption (0,05 to 0,08 liter/m2).
The surface is completely white
1. Too much material has been applied. The floor can’t 
absorb all material, it has dried in the surface. 
2. The surface is closed. Moisture curing has not been 
removed.

White spots
• Too much material in the puddles. The material has dried 
in the surface.

How to solve; Wipe or scrub away white residue with 
clean water and black scouring nylon as soon as possible.

P.S.! Never treat the floor with Lithurin® IIS, if there is 
white shames or spots left from Lithurin® I, because these 
will be stuck between the two applications and can´t be 
removed.

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING!
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Lithurin application brushes 

Art.nr 1130 Application brush, 36 “
Art.nr 1140 Mounting bracket, 36 “  

Enough for approx 3500 sqm.

LITHURIN 
APPLICATION BRUSHES
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The following tests have been run at the National Testing Institute in Japan (JIS)
Surface material Tensile strength N/mm2 Elasticity module N/mm2 Max flexibility %
Linofog® Fix 5,3 29,8 18
Epoxi 58,3 2,9 2,2

JIS sample size: 13 x 13 x 150 mm, span 100 mm, test speed 3 mm/min.

Adhesiveness (N/mra2):
Surface material Primer Steel Stainless steel Aluminium Concrete
Linofog® Fix no 3,8 4,3 2,9 1,7
 yes 6,6 7,0 4,1 2,4

Epoxi no 3,1 4,2 1,6 1,9
 yes 5,0 6,8 6,2 2,7

JIS K 6850 extension and scratch test.
Abrasion test:
Surface material Revolutions Wear result (abrasion)
Linofog® Fix 400 low wear
 1000 0,1 mm
 1500 0,2 mm
Epoxi 400 2 mm heat deformation from the beginning
 

DAMAGE CONTROL
LINOFOG® FIX

For damages and non moving joints 
Linofog® Fix is a polyurethane based, 2-component material to be mixed 
with fine grain aggregate. Linofog® Fix is developed to enable quick 
repairs with short open time and quick drying time of approx 2-3 hours. 
Linofog® Fix is applied in thicknesses between 0-40 mm. Preferable, 
Linofog® Fix should be used as repair material for smaller damages and 
unlevel nesses. Please find Linofog® Fix chemical resistance and tests 
according to the below figures.

Acid: 10 % sulphuric acid Animal: fat
 50 % phosphoric acid  protein
 50 % chromic acid  blood

Alkali: 1 % caustic soda Vegetable: fat
 1 % ammonia  protein
   sugar
Salt: NaCl Oil: crude oil
 Na2CO9  light oil
 10 % NaHCO9  lamp oil   
   machine oil  
   (mineral)
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Laying instructions:
1. Make sure that the surface is free from dust and moisture. 
2. Apply Linoprimer evenly over the surface. 
3. Let the Linoprimer dry for approx 3 hours (based on temperatures + 14-18°C) 
4. Mix 2,5 kg aggregate with 1,75 kg Linofog® Fix Base. Add the 0,75 kg hardener, mix to a smooth mixture (empty the hardener can 
thoroughly). 
5. Apply the mixture with a hand trowel. 
6. Let it harden for approx 2 hours (based on temperatures between + 14 -18°C) 
7. When more aesthetic demands are required, grind the joint with a fine grain sandpaper, first after 3-4 hours after application (based 
on temperatures between +14-18°C)

Consumption:
1 kg ready mixed material is enough for approx 1m2 and 1,8mm thickness. 

Packaging:
Linofog® Fix base 1,75 kg, Linofog® Fix hardener 0,75 kg, Linofog® Fix aggregate 2,5 kg = 1 set/5 kg/3 lit = 1 m2 and 9 mm thickness. 

DAMAGE CONTROL
LINOFOG® FIX
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     (mineral)

 

Cutting depth 
1/4 - 1/3 of 
slab thickness

20 mm

JOINT FILLER
LINOFOG® MIX

Linofog® Mix provides the industry with secure and durable joint filler. 
Its characteristics are an excellent pressure strenght and elasticity. 

Linofog® Mix is polyurethane-based and best applied with a mix car-
tridge pistol. Linofog® Mix works in cold temterature, all the way down 
to -50°C; however, it must not come in contact with water, moisture or 
low temperatures during application. Linofog® Mix has a very good 
chemical resistant, which are listed below. 

A high-quality and professional floor laying is not always sufficient 
to obtain the best possible result. In order to avoid cracks in concrete 
floors it has become common practice to saw notches in 6 x 6 m or 8 x 
8 m squares, depending on pillars etc. After 3-6 months at the earliest, 
the joints are vacuum-cleaned, primed, filled and then smoothed with 
a grinding machine. 

Linofog® Mix is also suitable for repairing cracks and small repairs.

Acid: 10 % sulphuric acid Animal: fat
 50 % phosphoric acid  protein
 50 % chromic acid  blood

Alkali: 1 % caustic soda Vegetable: fat
 1 % ammonia   protein
     sugar
Salt: NaCl   Oil: crude oil
 Na2CO9    light oil
 10 % NaHCO9   lamp oil machine oil 

See separate laying instruction.

4 mm
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Instructions for Linoprimer
1. Apply Linoprimer with a small brush that fits into the joint/
crack. 
2. Let Linoprimer dry approx 3 hours (at +14 to +18°C). The 
Linoprimer should be dry before applying Linofog® Mix.

Consumption
1 litre Linoprimer covers approx 250 m joint, based on width 
4 mm and depth 20 mm. 

ab lindec® endeavours to provide correct information about technical properties and handling of its products. However, while ab lindec® has no control 
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LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
LINOFOG® MIX

Preparation of the joint
Open time of the mixture is approx 10 minutes!

1. Make sure that the joints/cracks are free from dust and moisture. 
2. Place the foam strip at a depth of approx 15-20 mm (not needed for crack repair). 
3. For cleaner and more aesthetic joint, apply tape on each side of the joint. 

Instructions for Linofog® Mix
1. Shake the tubes well for at least 30 seconds before applica-
tion! 
2. Hold the tubes with top up, unscrew the lid and  attach  
the mixing spout. 

3. Fix the tubes into the pistol, holding the pistol with the mix-
ing pipe upwards and press out the air from the tubes. 
4. Check that the mixture that comes out, is mixed well, If not, 
shake more.
5. Overfill the primed joint. Let dry for approx 1-2 hours (at 
+14 to + 18°C). 

 
Consumption
0,45 kg (0,300 + 0,150 kg) will be enough for approx 7 m 
joint, based on width of 4 mm and 20 mm depth. 
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Finishing application

1.  Cut away excess material using a putty knife and soapy water to smooth the joint 
to floor level. 
2. For a more aesthetic joint, grind the joint with a fine grain sandpaper approx 2-3 
hours after application (at +14 to + 18°C). 

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
LINOFOG® MIX

NOTES
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JOINT FILLER
LINOFLEX®

Product description:
Linoflex® 40 is a single component polyurethane based elastomeric 
sealant which cures under the effect of atmospheric humidity to form a 
flexible and resistant joint with very good adhesion on most materials.

Technical description:
Appearance  Pasty
Colour    Grey
Density at 20 °C 1.16 ± 0.05
Conventional solids content (EN 827) > 93 %
Sagging (ISO 7390) None
Application temperature + 5 to 35°C
Skin formation time at 23 °C and 50 % HR 90 to 135 min
Curing time at 23 °C and 50 % HR 3 mm/24 h
Final Shore A hardness (ISO 868 – 3 sec.) Ca 40
Modulus at 100 % (ISO 8339) Ca 58 psi (0.4 MPa)
Elongation at break (ISO 8339) > 600 %
Temperature resistance      -30 to +80 °C
Resistance to diluted acids and bases Average
UV resistance Good
Water and salt spray resistance Excellent
Compatibility with water based paints Yes
Compatibility with solvent based paints  Test must be carried out

Safety: 
Not classified as hazardous.

Consumption:
600 ml will be enough for approx 15 m joint, based on width of 4 mm and 10 mm depth. 

Cleaning: 
Tools should be cleaned with acetone before the sealant has completely cured. After curing, abrasion is necessary. 

Packaging and storage: 
600 ml sausages, 20 pcs per box and 720 pcs per pallet. 12 months in the original, hermetically sealed cartridges in +5 - 25°C.

Laying instruction:
1. The surface must be clean, dry, free of dust, oil, grease and any contaminants that could harm bonding. If the substrates need to be 

cleaned use acetone.
2. Apply Lino primer for better bounding. 
3. Linoflex® 40 can be applied with a manual or pneumatic gun.
4. After application, use a putty knife with soapy water to smooth the joint.
5. Linoflex® 40 should be used within 24 hours of opening the cartridge protection. (otherwise, the sealant could harden in the car-

tridge) 
6. Do not apply at a temperature under + 5 °C. In cold weather, store the Linoflex® at 20 °C before use.
7. Avoid any contact with non-cured Linoflex®. 
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JOINT PRIMER
LINOPRIMER

Product description
Linoprimer is a 1-component, colorless polyurethane primer that 
hardens with moisture in the air. Linoprimer penetrates into the 
concrete and form the basis of a better adhesion in combination with 
Lindec’s joints filling and cracks repair system. Linoprimer can also be 
used as coating protection against certain chemicals, acids, alkalis and 
oils.

The drying time is about 3 hours at 230C and 50% relative humidity and 
can be painted over after about 3-5 hours.

Consumption concrete joints 
(based on 4 mm in width and 20 mm deep)

Approx 250 meters length (1 liter). 

Consumption concrete pavements
Approx 5 - 8 m2 per liter per coat.

Technical specification
Density 1000 kg/m3

Volume dryness 35%
Color Transparent
Appearance Shiny
Cleaning Thinner
Penetration depth (K50) approx 1.5 mm

Laying instruction for joints
The joints shall be thoroughly vacuumed cleaned.
Possibly taped joint edge for better aesthetic appearance.
Prime with a small brush that fits in groove/joint.
Let dry 3-5 hours before applying joint filler.

Laying instruction for pavement
All loose concrete shell removed.
All possible soft cement toplayer must be blasted or grinded off.
Vacuum clean thoroughly.
Apply with a type “Biber” roller 1-2 times.
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INJECTION EPOXI
CRACKTEC

Product description

Cracktec is a very low viscous grouting resin based on epoxy, which 
contains no solvents. Cracktec has on crack injection, a very good adhe-
sion even to damp concrete. This makes it possible to inject in a damp 
environment. Adhesion in humid conditions is equal to the tensile 
strength of concrete C30/37. The low viscosity makes possible deep 
penetration of cracks.

Use

Grouting of cracks and for so called ”poppings” in cement-based coat-
ings.

Technical data

Density:     1200 kg/m3

Viscosity:     0.15pa-s
Compressive strength:   95 Mpa
Tensile strength:   60 Mpa
Lowest hardening temperature:  + 5-10 °C
Colour:     Transparent
Tool cleaning:    Acetone

Injecting cracks in concrete floors to be coated with 
the new cement-based coatings

1. Cut the crack about 1/3 of slab thickness or down to the first layer of 
reinforcement. 

2. Blow clean the joint with compressed air and vacuum thoroughly. 
3. PS! Cracktec tubes shall be shaken properly for min. 30 seconds before use. 
4. Keep the tubes with the top up, unscrew the lid and screw on mixtube. 
5. Put the tubes into the cartridge pistol, hold gun and tubes of mixtube up and push the air out of the tubes. 
6. Check that the homogenous mixture comes out otherwise press out more materials until the mixture is homogeneous. If the mixture 

does not become homogeneous, shake the tubes better before use. 
7. Fill with Cracktec, let the material fall away. 
8. Fill with a thin layer of filler. 
9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 until the joint is full, ending with filler.
10. Scrape off excess and top with filler. 
11. Allow to harden approximately 5-8 hours at 14-18°C than grind. 

NOTE
 

Mixtuben does not work when the material temperature is below + 5°C, and the material viscosity increases at lower temperatures. 
(Keep the tubes warm before use)
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CLEANSER & MAINTENENCE 
CONCRETE SOAP®

Product description:

Lindec Concrete Soap® is specially developed to impregnate and 
maintain concrete, hard concrete, diamond grinded and polished 
concrete surfaces. Lindec Concrete Soap® is used for daily cleaning and 
protects the concrete from discoloring and makes it dirt repellent and 
easy to maintain. Lindec Concrete Soap® gives the floor a natural shine 
when used regulary. Lindec Concrete Soap® leaves no water marks.

Daily cleaning is extremely important not only for keeping the floor 
clean but also for the well-being of your personnel.
Lindec Concrete Soap® prevents water-soluble dirt from being absorbed 
by the micropores of the surface, prevents slipping, and is recommended 
for use on industrial floors, in workshops and in warehouses etc. It can 
also be used on floors with heavy lime precipitation.

In order to prolong the lifetime of a concrete floor, you should only 
use recommended maintenance materials. Avoid solvents and other 
aggressive chemicals.
For best results, your floors should be cleaned at regular intervals, and 
a scrubber dryer (scrubs and vacuums) is the most suitable equipment. 
A nylon scouring pad should be used during the initial period in order 
to remove lime deposits and building residue. We recommend black 
nylon scouring pad for the first two months, followed by red. (The color 
determines the amount of abrasive agent). It is also possible to apply 
the material manually, but this is less efficient.

Consumption:

Material consumption / m2 Concrete Soap®: Water: Scouring pad:

1.) Manual application: 1 dl 5 liter Applicator

2.) Cleaning/impregnation with scrubber dryer: 1 liter 10 liter Black

3.) Daily cleaning with scrubber dryer: 0,5-1 dl 10 liter Red

Consumption approx 0,010 liter per m2 at daily cleaning (3.)

Contents:
Soap of selected fatty acids and dipropylene glycol methylic ether.

Transport and storage:
Can be transported without heating. Fully usable after thawing and stirring. 
Can be stored for 2 years if kept unopened above +2°C.
 

Packaging:
Plastic can,  25 liter.

Nylon scouring pads: 
Art. No 1360 Black pad (sapphire) 16’’ . Art. No 1365 Red pad 16’’. Art. No 1352 polish pad (180) 16’’. Art. No 1354 polish pad (320) 16’’ .
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